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ABSTRACT
Levitating objects can be used as the primitives in a new type
of display. We present levitating particle displays and show
how research into object levitation is enabling a new way of
presenting and interacting with information. We identify novel
properties of levitating particle displays and give examples
of the interaction techniques and applications they allow. We
then discuss design challenges for these displays, potential
solutions, and promising areas for future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Object levitation enables new types of display, where content
is created from physical “particles” in air instead of pixels
on a surface. Several technologies have been developed to
allow objects to be levitated and manipulated in mid-air, with
particles ranging from small polystyrene beads [21] to large
spherical magnets [12] to drones [8]. Such displays create new
opportunities for interaction: users can see content from many
angles and can look through the display; they can ‘reach in’
and interact in the empty spaces around and between particles;
the physical properties of the particles and their effects on
their surroundings can be meaningful in the interaction; and
users can leverage their understanding of the physical world
to better understand the content they are interacting with.
These new interaction possibilities also come with challenges.
Users cannot always manipulate levitating particles in the same
way they might manipulate pixels on a screen due to levitation
constraints, so new interaction techniques are required. The
display elements are physical objects, so updating the display
is not straightforward and special rendering techniques are
needed. Simply getting the particles into the air in the first
place may require some effort from the user, so this becomes
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part of the interaction and solutions are needed to support
this. Such challenges can be overcome and we think this is
worthwhile because of the potential of these displays.
In this paper, we discuss recent advances in levitation research
and how these are being used to enable a novel display medium.
We identify several ways of using levitating particles as voxels
(pixels in a 3D volume) and discuss interactions that take
advantage of their unique capabilities. We also look at how
users can manipulate content shown using these displays and
the interaction challenges that need to be addressed to allow
this. By putting forth this design space, we hope to encourage
others to come up with novel interactions based on levitation.
BACKGROUND
Levitation allows physical “particles” to be positioned and
controlled in mid-air. These particles can be many types of
object/material (even liquid [26]). We envision a new type of
display where each particle is a “voxel” (a pixel in a volumetric
display) that can be used as a display primitive in mid-air. The
content of such a display can be changed by manipulating the
appearance and position of each voxel, or by augmenting it
with auditory and haptic information.
Several approaches have been developed for levitating objects
and manipulating them in mid-air. ZeroN [12] (see Figure 1)
used magnetic levitation to levitate a single spherical object.
The object could be repositioned by manipulating the magnetic
field in the display volume. While limited to only one particle,
this system supported rich visual output by projecting onto the
surface of the sphere and onto the flat surface beneath it. As
shown in Figure 1, other objects could also be introduced into
the display volume to enhance the levitation and users could
‘reach in’ to touch and move the levitating particle.
Figure 1. ZeroN [12] levitated a magnetic sphere, which was also used as
a projection surface.
Aerial Tunes [1] and Floatio [28] used airflow to levitate and
move spherical objects in mid-air. As shown in Figure 2, this
method uses a dedicated air jet for each particle. Particle
height depends on the amount of airflow and the actuated air
jet allows limited control over object position. Users can grasp
and reposition objects directly when combined with a hand-
tracker (as in [28]), although interaction needs consideration
to not block the direction of airflow.
Figure 2. Floatio [28] used airflow to levitate spherical objects. Hand
tracking enabled interaction with the particles.
Pixie Dust [19] used acoustics to levitate objects: arrays of
ultrasound transducers created an inaudible sound field that
‘trapped’ the objects. This supported larger numbers of smaller
objects (1–5mm) positioned close together (at least 4.5mm
apart). They used objects to form 2D graphics in a flat plane,
and also projected graphics onto the objects. In this system,
the flat and dense layout was used like a ‘screen’ in mid-air,
with each particle acting as a pixel for display.
Acoustic levitation allows particles to be moved in 3D, through
changes in the acoustic field from the ultrasound transducer
arrays. We omit technical details here but Andrade et al. [2]
is a good resource for better understanding this method.
LeviPath [21] (Figure 3, Left) used 3D object movement, with
an approach that can be used to move more than one object
independently. Point-and-Shake [7] (Figure 3, Right) used
such levitating particle movement to create interactive voxels.
Figure 3. Left: LeviPath [21] allowed independent particle movement
in 3D. Right: Point-and-Shake [7] used animated levitating particles to
create interactive voxels with real-time feedback.
The most common acoustic levitation method utilises standing
waves. These are stationary sound waves between two arrays
of ultrasound transducers (as in Figure 3) or between one array
and a surface that reflects sound. When using this method, the
largest particle diameter is approx. 0.5λ ; this is 4.5mm for the
systems we discussed here, which use 40 kHz ultrasound.
Alternative acoustic levitation methods have been developed in
recent years. Marzo et al. [15] developed holographic acoustic
elements, which were capable of levitating objects above a
single array of ultrasound transducers. Recent work used a
similar approach to levitate larger objects of 1.17λ [14].
Ultrasound arrays use digital phase delays to shape and fo-
cus the sound. This can also be done with acoustic meta-
materials [17], which are physical ‘bricks’ that can be used
to introduce analogue delays with a higher resolution. Like
acoustic holographic elements, this method also allows single-
sided levitation. Such approaches could be used to allow a
full hemisphere of visibility with acoustic levitation and users
would have more space to interact in without disturbing the
levitation forces.
Acoustic systems are not limited to just simple materials.
TastyFloats [26] levitated food and liquid particles. Present-
ing ‘meals’ in this way altered the perception of taste and
demonstrated a novel way of including taste in interaction.
Acoustic levitation can also be enhanced with other objects
placed around or amongst the levitating particles [23], so long
as they do not reflect sound. Other research has used coloured
particles [22, 23] and particles physically joined by string [22]
to further enhance the display capability.
Drones have also been explored as a type of ‘pixel’ that users
can interact with in mid-air. BitDrones [8] was a framework
for drone-based displays, with varying display and interaction
capabilities. Flyables [11] considered interactions with drones,
allowing users to touch and move them in mid-air. These
devices are much bigger than the other voxels considered so
far, but can allow a much larger space to be used for display.
Users could step into such displays and move around the
voxels, something not possible with other technologies.
Summary: Levitating Particle Displays
Several approaches have been discussed for creating levitating
particle displays. Each method has strengths and weaknesses
that will affect their suitability for different user interfaces. For
example, magnetic levitation allows just a single particle that
users can physically grasp and reposition [12], whilst acous-
tic levitation allows several particles but users must interact
with from a distance [7]. All share the properties that make
levitating particle displays novel, however. We discuss these
properties later in the paper.
Levitating particles are the “voxels” in this new type of display.
The most basic use of these voxels is to represent information
through their relative position: for example, showing data with
Floating Charts [22] or forming shapes in Pixie Dust [19].
Particles become more expressive when moved over time: for
example, ‘shaking’ when a user interacts with them [7] or
mimicking the movements a button makes when pressed [5].
Voxels can be augmented by projecting onto them [12, 19] or
surrounding surfaces [12]. They can even be screens them-
selves [8]. They can be enriched through use of colour [22,
23], by objects added to the display volume [12, 22, 23] and
through the use of auditory or haptic effects.
INTERACTING WITH LEVITATING PARTICLE DISPLAYS
Levitating particle displays have unique properties that create
new opportunities for interaction. Their voxels are levitated in
mid-air, allowing users to look through the display and its con-
tent and letting them see it from many angles. In some cases,
users can directly ‘reach inside’ the display and interact with
the voxels or in the empty spaces between them. Levitating
particles can be used to represent information through their
spatial and temporal characteristics, but the physical proper-
ties of the particles themselves can be meaningful within the
displayed content: for example, their appearance, material
and tactile characteristics. These may also be enhanced digi-
tally: for example, projecting onto the particles. Finally, the
effects of levitating particles on their surroundings can also be
meaningful within an interactive application. We now discuss
each of these properties in turn and use them to highlight their
potential for novel interactions and applications.
Voxels in an invisible volume
Levitating particles are the voxels in the display and their
appearance within the display volume is used to represent in-
formation. Unlike typical screens where display elements are
contiguous, levitating particles need to be spaced apart. This
is often out of necessity; for example, acoustically levitated
particles need to be at least 0.5λ apart, or further to allow
space for animated movements [7]. As a result, users can see
through the display volume and the content within.
The invisible volume presents opportunities for novel applica-
tions. Multiple users can view the content but also see each
other through the display, without a physical barrier that im-
pedes collaboration [3]. This property could be especially
useful for education applications, as groups of students could
experience the same content together whilst gathered around
the display. As two examples of this, consider the use of levi-
tating particles to simulate planetary orbits around a star and
to represent molecular structures. In these applications, the
invisible volume means only the important content is visible
(i.e., the planets and the molecules). Users can see through the
empty space to focus on the voxel structure.
Levitating particles could also be used with other types of
display, with the second display rendering the content that
‘fills in’ the empty space. Marzo et al. [16] discussed sev-
eral ways of combining levitation with other displays. The
Ultra-Tangibles [13] system demonstrates this idea as well.
They augmented a tablet computer with ultrasound transducers
facing in towards the screen, so that polystyrene balls could
be moved across the surface. This was used to create several
versions of a Pong game, where the ‘particle’ was a tangible
instance of the ball in the game, with the tablet surface used
to render the players and other visual effects. Combining
levitation with other displays enables designers to enhance
applications with physical elements.
Reaching into the display
The empty space between voxels means users can reach into
the display volume and interact in new ways. Hands-on inter-
action with acoustically-levitated particles is not ideal, because
the hands would disrupt the acoustic field, but other levitation
approaches do allow users to physically grasp and manipulate
the objects. ZeroN [12] demonstrated interactions where users
could alter the system state by grasping and moving objects
around the interaction volume: for example, repositioning a
virtual light source to see the effects on the scene.
Designers can also enhance the space surrounding the levitat-
ing particles by adding new objects or materials. ZeroN [12]
used physical items as props to augment the planet application
described previously (Figure 1, right) and Floating Charts [22]
used materials like string and felt to enhance the appearance of
their levitating datasets. Levitating particle displays have the
novel ability of allowing physical objects to be placed directly
inside the display volume. This could lead to new applications
where users use tangible objects to manipulate content.
Expressive voxels
The appearance and behaviour of particles can be manipulated
in many ways to represent information. The simplest way
of encoding information using a particle is its position in
the display, relative to other voxels. This is how Floating
Charts [22] presented numerical data as a type of physical
visualisation [10]. Unlike other ‘physicalisations’ with fixed
physical form, however, the use of a levitating particle display
means the form can be dynamically changed over time. This
means particles can represent information temporally as well
as spatially; in the context of data presentation, a dynamic
physical data representation such as this could enable new
ways of exploring complex data [24, 25].
Spatial changes have also been used to ‘animate’ particles as a
means of giving feedback. In recent work [7], we developed a
mid-air gesture technique for selecting particles, with particles
‘shaking’ when users pointed at them. For more complex
interactions, the movement speed was altered to differentiate
system states. This was a simple but effective way of using
particle behaviour to represent system state as feedback.
Several strategies have been used to alter the appearance of
levitating particles. Pixie Dust [19] and ZeroN [12] projected
onto the particles, whilst JOLED [23] rotated particles with
different coloured sides. These techniques allow simple colour
change but with sufficiently large particles [12], projection can
also allow quite detailed visuals. BitDrones [8] levitated small
screens, enabling even more expressive output.
The particle objects themselves could be varied in meaningful
ways, so that their material properties represent information
to users. For example, one application of ZeroN [12] was to
allow users to explore planetary orbits around a star. Users
could reposition the planet to see the effect of distance on the
orbit. This application could be enhanced through the use of
different levitating particles: e.g., particles with different size
or weight to explore the effects of these properties on orbit.
As users manually replace these levitating objects, they see
and feel the differences between the particles and this feeds
back into their understanding of the systems being simulated.
Voxels that affect their surroundings
Earlier in this section we discussed how the space surrounding
the levitating particles can be enhanced with other objects
or displays, but the particles themselves can also affect the
appearance or behaviour of their surroundings, leading to new
types of interaction. Aerial Tunes [1] used levitating particles
to represent music properties within a soundscape; when users
grasped and repositioned the objects, the soundscape was up-
dated to reflect the changes. This could create the impression
that these objects have special audible qualities, because users
attribute the sounds to the levitating objects, rather than the
result of their actions (a form of ventriloquism [18]).
ZeroN [12] demonstrated manipulations with a visible effect
on surroundings: as users moved the levitating ‘light source’,
the change in position affected shadows cast by other objects
in the display volume (Figure 1, left). This interaction took
advantage of many unique properties of levitating particle
displays and shows how the surrounding space can be used
as an integral part of the display. Although similar interac-
tions can be presented using screens and pointers, levitating
particles could allow users to form a better understanding, or
execute more precise control, through direct manipulation of
the content and its environment.
Colocated audio and haptic feedback
All of the acoustic levitation systems discussed earlier use
40 kHz ultrasound, with one or more arrays of transducers (e.g.,
Figure 3, Right shows one of our devices with two 8x4 arrays).
Similar hardware and acoustic principles are used to create
ultrasound haptic feedback [4, 9], allowing users to experience
vibration on their skin without touching anything. Likewise,
the same hardware can also be used for directional audio,
presenting sound that is only audible in certain regions [20].
It is not currently possible to combine acoustic levitation with
ultrasound haptics or directional audio, due to interference
between the sound fields. However, future acoustic techniques
could allow these to be combined, creating levitating particles
with colocated haptic and audio feedback. Directional audio
techniques (e.g., [20]) could be used to create sound effects
that come directly from the display voxels, allowing more
information to be presented by the display.
Magnetic levitation could also be enhanced with haptic feed-
back inside the display volume. FingerFlux [27] used small
magnets worn on the fingertips to give haptic feedback, by
manipulating the magnetic field above a screen to attract or
repel the magnets. A similar approach could be used inside a
particle display, with finger magnets affected by the levitation.
DESIGN CHALLENGES
Levitating particle displays enable new interactions but also
present new design challenges that need to be addressed. We
present three open design challenges that must be addressed to
overcome the practical barriers currently preventing the more
widespread use of levitating particle displays.
Preparing a levitating particle display
When using a levitating particle display for the first time, the
first challenge is getting the particles to levitate in the correct
position: with current hardware, a user would need to place the
particles ‘into’ the levitation. This could be difficult without
knowing how many particles need to be added and where they
need to be precisely placed, especially in systems where the
particles are so small. This problem does not exist with most
other displays, e.g., pixels in a screen are always ready for use.
This problem could be addressed through automation (e.g., a
hardware solution that ‘funnels’ particles into the volume so
they can moved into position) or new interaction techniques
(e.g., guiding users as they place particles). Giving feedback
to guide users may be difficult, especially when the particles
are the primary visual component of the display, but other
modalities could be used to present information. For example,
auditory feedback or simple visual cues from a light source
could be used to guide the user to the right location [6] as they
move a particle into position (e.g., using a particle holder).
Preparing the particles could become an important part of the
interaction: it presents an opportunity for users to better under-
stand the content shown by the display, so the configuration
process could integrated into the application itself. For exam-
ple, in the molecular structure example used earlier, placing
the ‘atoms’ into the levitation in the correct places could be an
educational part of the experience.
Manipulating a levitation
Levitating particle displays require new interaction techniques,
because the voxels are more complex than simple pixels on
screens. Research on interaction with such displays has been
limited so far, but there are techniques that take inspiration
from other types of user interface. For example, ZeroN [12]
was inspired by tangible interactions and Point-and-Shake [7]
adapted gestures first used with volumetric displays.
Research is needed to create a richer interaction vocabulary
for levitating particle displays. Mid-air gestures have been
developed for particle selection [7], but this is just the first
step in interactive levitation. New techniques are needed to
allow users to manipulate levitating content or to access the
underlying data (e.g., with new gesture techniques). These can
draw inspiration from other modalities, although this is not
straightforward as they will need to be adapted for a levitating
particle display. For example, input actions need to be sensitive
to the constraints of the levitation device and feedback to
support interaction needs to be designed with the particle
display’s capabilities in mind (like in [7]).
Updating the display
Levitating particle displays support independent movement
of their voxels, meaning the content on the display can be
changed. However, because the voxels are physical objects,
display updates need to take place without the voxels colliding.
Particles will need to move around each other, since they
cannot overlap or move through each other. This may require
novel algorithms for transitioning from one display state to
another, if significant reorganisation is required. Solutions
will also depend on the levitation method used. For example,
acoustic levitation allows 3D positional control, but the use
of sound waves means one particle cannot pass over the top
of another; instead, it needs to go around it (or move both).
There may also be cases where users need to add or remove
particles. This may need user intervention but could use the
same techniques as when configuring the display.
CONCLUSION
We presented our vision of levitating particle displays, a new
way of presenting and interacting with digital information. We
identified novel properties of this new type of display and the
interactions they could enable. Levitating particles are situated
in an invisible volume that users can see through, reach into,
and use tangible props in. The particles themselves can be used
in many ways to display content: through their appearance,
behaviour, physical properties and position. Some levitation
methods also allow audio and haptic effects within the display.
These design possibilities allow novel interactions, but also
present new challenges for designers. We discussed what we
consider to be the three main ones, opening a new space for
research. With this paper, we encourage others to think of new
applications with levitating particle displays and techniques
for successfully interacting with them.
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